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Travel / Flight Information 
 
 

 
© Schloss Beichlingen 

 

In order to get to Beichlingen, you can either fly to either Frankfurt (Main), to Leipzig or to 
Berlin. From there you take a train to Erfurt main station. From Frankfurt there are direct trains 
(ICE, 2 ½ hours travel time) every hour. From the other airports, you need to change train 
once or twice but travel time is a little shorter.  
In Erfurt you have several options.  

a) You can use public transportation (see below) 
b) You can rent a taxi (cost about 120€ from Erfurt to Beichlingen and again about the 

same for return fair) 
You can also rent a car at the airport or if you live in central Europe, it might be easiest to 
travel by car (around 7 hours from Zürich, Brussels or Amsterdam).  
 
Regarding a) public transportation, you must take the train in Frankfurt airport going to Erfurt 
no later than 12:11 o’clock, as otherwise you will not be able to reach Beichlingen. Once in 
Erfurt at 14:37, you need to take a train at 15:09 to Sömmerda and here you change to a local 
bus to Kölleda (Bus No. 242, 5 minutes time to change) and in Kölleda you change finally to a 
local bus to Beichlingen (Bus No 211, 4 minutes time to change). The Bus arrives in 
Beichlingen at 16:17. So if you take public transportation, you should aim to arrive early 
enough in Frankfurt.  
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Recommended Hotel 

 
 

 
 
 

Schloss Beichlingen 
Schloßberg 1 
D-99625 Beichlingen 
(alternative address: Straße des Friedens 70, D-99625 Beichlingen) 

www.schloss-beichlingen.de 
events@schloss-beichlingen.de                                                                                         

Please mention that you are an ESAVS participant when booking. 

 

There is only one hotel in Beichlingen (or closer vicinity) and this is castle Beichlingen. You will 
need to register directly with the hotel with your name and telling them that you attend the 
ESAVS endoscopy course.  
Cost is between 55€ and 65€ per night depending on room size and availability and this 
includes breakfast. Double room with double occupation will be 86€ per night per two persons.  
 
There is no other restaurant in the vicinity so you will most likely also eat dinner in the hotel 
(costs around 15€/main course). 
 

 
 

For alternative accommodation in Beichlingen please visit 
 

http://www.schloss-beichlingen.de/
mailto:events@schloss-beichlingen.de
https://www.hotel.de/Search?hs_destination=Beichlingen%2C%20Thuringia%20(Th%C3%BCringen)%2C%20Germany&dcc=EUR&hs_landisoa3=LUX&pcon=1&han=1638073&nsad=1&lng=EN&hs_circum=0&hs_rooms=1&h_persons_total=1&LACCode=L31073%7CDEU

